DEGREE PROGRAM COMMITTEE REPORT

APPROVED MAR 21 2007

TO: Joel Bloom, Chair

FROM: Degree Program Committee

The committee met on Wednesday 28 February 2007 at 3 pm and continued through 8 Mar 2007 by email and phone. Committee members present were Roger Blakeney, Luke Faulkenberry, Partha Krishnamurthy, Barbara Lewis, Bill Munroe, Lawrence Williams, and Marsha Daly (Academic Program Management). Guests were: Craig Crowe (COMM), Hassan Moqhaddam

The Degree Program Committee Members reviewed and approved the following items. With the exceptions detailed below, our review lead to minor changes including corrections of typographical errors and formatting, addition or deletion of information, and editing of catalog language. All changes were approved by the author of each document either in person at our meeting, by telephone conversation, or by email correspondence.

CBM003

UC 8898 06F: COMM 2320: Fundamental of Media Production
UC 8899 06F: COMM 2322: Television Production I
UC 8900 06F: COMM 2328: Broadcast and Film Writing
UC 8901 06F: COMM 3300: Health Communication
UC 9084 06F: GEOL 3372: Petrography (new course)
UC 9085 06F: GEOL 3373: Igneous and Metamorphic Petrogenesis (new course)
UC 9086 06F: GEOL 3374: Sedimentary Petrogenesis (new course)
UC 9087 06F: GEOL 3345: Structural Geology
UC 9088 06F: GEOL 3350: Stratigraphy
UC 9089 06F: GEOL 3340: Geologic Field Methods
UC 9090 06F: GEOL 3370: Mineralogy
UC 9091 06F: GEOL 3330: Paleobiology

UC 9143 06F: SURY 2371: Global Positioning System (new course)
UC 9144 06F: SURY 2461: Surveying I
UC 9145 06F: SURY 3205: Surveying Safety (new course)
UC 9146 06F: SURY 3342: Computer-Aided surveying (new course)
UC 9147 06F: SURY 3363: Surveying III
UC 9148 06F: SURY 3373: Subdivision Planning and Design (new course)
UC 9149 06F: SURY 3462: Surveying II
UC 9150 06F: SURY 4170: Ethics in Professional Surveying (new course)
UC 9151 06F: SURY 4198: Special Problems in Surveying Engineering Technology (new course)
UC 9152 06F: SURY 4361: Surveying Practicum
UC 9153 06F: SURY 4363: Legal Aspects of Surveying
UC 9154 06F: SURY 4364: Surveying IV
UC 9155 06F: SURY 4369: Surveying analysis
UC 9156 06F: SURY 4397: Selected Topics in Surveying Engineering Technology (new course)
UC 9157 06F: SURY 4398: Special Problems in Surveying Engineering Technology (new course)
MEMOS

UC 8939 06F: Degree Requirements: BA/BS in Sociology
UC 8943 06F: Communication Sciences and Disorders Minor
UC 9039 06F: Changes to International Area Studies Minor
UC 9040 06F: Changes to Global Energy Management Track
UC 9041 06F: Changes to Marketing Minor
UC 9114 06F: Computer Engineering Technology Degree requirements
UC 9115 06F: Electrical Power Engineering Technology degree plan changes
UC 9116 06F: Electrical Power Engineering Technology degree plan change
UC 9117 06F: Mechanical Engineering Technology degree plan change
UC 9118 06F: Construction Management Technology/Surveying and Mapping degree plan change
UC 9179 06F: BA Art History Degree plan changes

UC 9180 06F: Health Communication Concentration and Minor (new plans)
The Health Communication Concentrations are 1) Health Care Delivery (HCD) and 2) Public Health Promotion (PHP). We, the DPC, note that in the HCD concentration it is possible for the required 12 hours to select no courses that are COMM, if the student selects ANTH 4384, Anthropology of HIV; HLT 4308, Understanding Cancer; SOC 3371, Sociology of the Family; SOC 3345, Sociology of Death and Dying.

UC 9188 06F: Corporate Communication Concentration degree plan changes
UC 9194 06F: Dance degree plan changes